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idea and idiom
Knowledge as Praxis in South Asian and Islamic Architecture

1
Eleventh- or twelfth-century
Chalukya schist water-tank, moved
stone by stone to the Royal Center of
Vijayanagara, probably in the early
16th century. Author’s photograph

although largely focused on the premodern architecture of the Indian
subcontinent, the essays in this issue of Ars Orientalis raise fundamental questions
about the transmission of architectural knowledge and its reconstruction and representation in modern scholarship. As the authors all acknowledge, it is not enough
to point to the synchronic or diachronic transmission of architectural forms,
modes, and styles or even to address the pragmatics of transmission: we are also
tasked with understanding the more obscure (at least to modern eyes) cognitive
and/or cultural mechanisms that facilitated or impeded their circulation and use.
These essays therefore engage questions of architectural citation, mediation, transmission, and translation that will resonate with those researching the architecture
of times and places quite distant from the ones discussed here.
Focusing on Hindu and Jain temple architecture, the four articles discuss two
distinct, if related, aspects of architectural transmission and the cognitive categories and empirical practices that underlie it. Crispin Branfoot and Julia Hegewald
offer diachronic histories of specific forms and modes of architecture whose earliest histories were tightly circumscribed, regionally and temporally, but which went
on to enjoy a transregional (and ultimately transnational) popularity as visual hallmarks of reified religious and regional identities. Branfoot analyzes a specific element of Tamil Drāvida architecture, the gopura, a monumental multi-tiered temple
gateway found in Tamil Nadu’s Hindu and Jain temples from as early as the tenth
or eleventh centuries, and its later canonization as the hallmark of South Indian
temple architecture. Paradoxically, this process of canonization was achieved not
only through the gopura’s eventual adoption in the architecture of Vijayanagara, an
imperial formation centered far to the north of Tamil Nadu (where the form originated), but also through the collapse of the Vijayanagara polity in 1565. In its aftermath, subsequent local dynasts seeking to associate their rule with Vijayanagara
facilitated the dissemination of this centuries-old element of the Drāvida architectural mode across South India. With the global dispersal of South Indian communities through colonial and postcolonial trade and other networks, the gopura was
projected on a world stage as an index of a South Indian identity inflected by modern iterations of regional nationalism.
What is striking about the transformation of a specific element of Tamil Drāvida
architecture into a global marker of regional identity is the constellation of agency
and contingency, regional and transregional power, and modern economics and
geopolitics that underlay it. A similar dynamic is apparent in Julia Hegewald’s case
study, which considers the Māru-Gurjara architectural mode developed under the
Solaṅki rulers of southern Rajasthan and Gujarat in the tenth to thirteenth century. This mode underwent a revival in its region of origin during the fifteenth
century, after which it was adopted as a transhistorical, transregional, and, later,
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transnational style for many Jain communities in India and the diaspora. The limits of circulation and transmission are equally striking: within the subcontinent,
the adoption of the Māru-Gurjara style outside of northwestern India is associated with Marwaris of the Śvetāmbara Jain community rather than the Digamabara
Jains. Conversely, such divisions do not pertain as readily among diaspora communities, but even here there are differences between North America on the one hand
and Europe and East Africa on the other.
Both essays raise larger questions about how and in what circumstances formal or ornamental features become signifiers of reified identities. Despite the element of contingency, certain constants are apparent in the canonization of both
the gopura and the Māru-Gurjara mode as transregional and transtemporal signifiers of identity: They are associated with major political formations and revivalist impulses that invoke them as legitimizing precedents. They are products of
migration, not simply of artisans but also of religious practitioners and community
members with particular expectations regarding the appearance of a sacred space.
In both cases, the canonization of a specific architectural form or mode was closely
tied to the visual articulation of specific forms of identity; once established, this
relationship between architecture and identity shaped the cognitive categories of
subsequent patrons and practitioners. The phenomenon is by no means confined
to specific Hindu or Jain communities: it finds a counterpart, for example, in the
emphatic role of domes and arches within the earliest mosques and tombs built for
Muslim communities throughout the subcontinent. These often were constructed
by adapting techniques of corbelling or even by carving massive monolithic stones
to (re)produce arcuate forms evidently considered desiderata by Muslim patrons.1
Questions about the agency, expectations, and habitus of consumers, patrons,
and viewers are equally relevant to the case studies presented by Nachiket Chanchani
and Tamara Sears, which offer empirical approaches to the question of how architectural forms and ideas traveled in premodern South Asia. Both focus on a slightly
earlier period of North Indian temple architecture, between the ninth and eleventh
centuries, to engage significant questions about the pragmatics of formal or stylistic
mobility and transmission. Both demonstrate the value of close looking as a way to
compensate for a paucity of contemporary epigraphic or textual evidence that will
be familiar to many medievalists.
Sears considers the temples constructed in Kadwāhā in central India between
the ninth and eleventh centuries. Kadawāhā was not a royal center but was well
situated at the nexus of interstitial routes. The site offers a glimpse of patronage
characterized not by a top-down model but one that reflected the needs and desires
of the religious communities served by its temples. This devolved structure of
agency, Sears argues, is most visible in the treatment of the ornamental forms that
150
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covered temple exteriors, which reflect the choices made by local artisans rather
than architects or patrons alone. Paradoxically, perhaps, the retooling of existing
figural imagery on stones reused in the construction of early Indian mosques indicates a comparable scenario: while there appears to have been a general order to
deface, wide variations in the specific manner of defacement suggest that masons
had some leeway in their implementation of that order.2 Such transformations represent a very literal instance of a general principle that Sears sees at work in the
temples of Kadwāhā, noting that formal change can be driven not only by aesthetic
but also by religious concerns. Indeed, when it comes to the construction of sacred
space, the two often coincided.
If the site of Kadwāhā highlights questions of transmission over regions of
physical contiguity, the pilgrimage site of Pandukeshwar in the Central Himalayas, discussed by Chanchani, highlights a remarkable instance of architectural displacement. The site preserves a dramatic juxtaposition of ninth- or tenth-century
temples built in the Nāgara mode favored in North India with those built in the
Drāvida mode usually found in regions that lay far to the south. The appearance of
Drāvida modes of temple architecture in the far north raises profound questions
about architectural mobility, about how and why specific modes of architecture
travel over extraordinary distances. That Drāvida-style temples appear far from
their region of origin is not in doubt: they have been documented outside of India,
as far east as Quanzhou in China.3
Without engaging the thorny issue of how we define style, it is important to
recognize that our ability to recognize such displacements, as indexes of circulation
and transmission, depends on the operation of style as a formal category with a circumscribed geographical range. This entails the privileging of form, a visual index
of mode or style, over facture, which is generally less susceptible of visual analysis
alone. The consistency and seriality produced by the repetition of specific forms or
ornamental modes outline, however schematically, the boundaries of architectural
modes or styles and their circulatory parameters. The essays by Branfoot, Hegewald, and Sears suggest that the replication of specific forms or modes can align the
architecture of a particular locale with broader or earlier antecedents, suggesting
continuities even where none exist, through reuse or revival, for example.
Reuse reminds us that just as ideas about architecture move, so do monuments
and their elements. If, as Branfoot demonstrates, sthāpatis (master artisans) from
the Tamil South working at the Deccani imperial capital of Vijayanagara in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries facilitated the mobility of the gopura form, it is also
worth noting that the Vijayanagara rajas relocated major monuments of the earlier
Chalukya dynasty to their capital (fig. 1). The allure of these architectural antecedents was also sufficiently powerful enough to ensure the persistence of Chalukya
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Brick piers and spiral minaret,
Mosque of Ahmad Ibn Tulun, Cairo,
879 ce. Author’s photograph

elements in the architecture of the Bahmanid sultans of the Deccan (1347–1527),
either as reused fragments or as newly carved stone elements executed in the basalt
and dolorite favored in Chalukya architecture and often executed according to
Chalukya conventions. Bahmanid formal and ornamental elements were, in their
turn, considered worthy of emulation in Vijayanagara, completing a circle of Deccani self-referentiality that required different kinds of architectural transmission
across time, from conceptual and practical to literal and synecdochic.4
Hegewald describes the repetition and perpetuation of Māru-Gurjara forms
as a citation of Solaṅki style. It is important, however, to distinguish between different registers of association created through replication. One might imagine the
transmission and replication of specific formal or ornamental features as locating
a monument anywhere on a continuum from participation in a tradition reified by
the survival of antecedent monuments to the more pointed case of citation. Citation
entails the replication of resonant architectural or ornamental forms whose characteristic features evoke those of specific prototypes; in the Islamic world, common
prototypes included the Sasanian palace at Ctesiphon (4th–6th century ce) and the
Friday (or Great) Mosque of Damascus (715 ce), built by the Umayyads, the first
Islamic dynasty, and considered one of the wonders of the medieval Islamic world.5
Knowledge of such prototypes was acquired either from firsthand experience
or from textual and/or verbal descriptions.6 In the case of the Friday Mosque of
Damascus, for example, the distinctive triple-aisled prayer hall inspired the form of
a series of Friday mosques in the surrounding cities of Syria and the Jazira for centuries after the fall of the Umayyad dynasty. However, this diachronic participation
in a regional tradition also existed alongside more specific synchronic references
to Damascus in mosques built outside of the region, which sought to appropriate
some of its fabled aura or to forge fictive continuities by replicating one or more of
its characteristic features.7
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3
Detail of Abbasid-style stucco
ornament, Mosque of Ahmad Ibn
Tulun, Cairo

As this suggests, the association of characteristic architectural forms or ornamental modes with site-specific archetypes often encouraged their mobility; their
appearance in later structures was intended to evoke prestigious antecedents. Conversely, sometimes inscriptions or texts indicate a relationship to valorized prototypes that are not readily apparent in the formal qualities of the monument, at least
to modern eyes. As late as 1440, for example, the foundation inscription of the Friday Mosque of Mandu in Malwa describes the mosque as a copy (nuskha) of the
Friday Mosque of Damascus, although it is difficult to see any close formal relationship between the two.8
Examples of what Terry Allen has dubbed “style out of place” provide insights
into the cognitive capacities of premodern builders, patrons, and viewers as well as
their ability to recognize the regional filiations of style and, on occasion, to exploit
formal or stylistic difference for various ends.9 In cases like Pandukeshwar, in
which we appear to be dealing not with the diachronic dissemination or reception
of architectural modes in contiguous regions, but with a synchronic intrusion, the
stakes are high in determining the meaning(s) of both alterity and mobility. In his
analysis, Chanchani moves from the micro-level of analyzing facture and form to
the macro-level of positing the juxtaposition of distinct regional modes of architecture as evidence for the early emergence of “an evolving idea of India,” the visualization of a transregional cultural or geographic imaginary. The move is a bold one. It
engages a long-running controversy between those who deny that any idea of India
as a culturally cohesive entity existed before the colonial period and those who
assert a contrary position by no means confined to traditional nationalist histories.
The argument entails a paradox worth noting: if, as Chanchani suggests, the juxtaposition of distinct regional modes of architecture in the pilgrimage sites of the
Himalayas reflects an emerging transregional imaginary, a polyglot visuality that
“could transcend the confusion of tongues,” then the very capacity for transcendence is rooted in an ability to recognize difference within architectural languages
with specific regional associations.
In the Islamic world, the displacement of regionally specific architectural
forms and modes across space and time often was associated with the movement
of artisans and patrons. Examples include the mosque that the rebellious Abbasid governor of Egypt, Ahmad Ibn Tulun, built near Fustat in 879, a mosque that
appropriated forms and modes of construction that were foreign to Egypt but had
been recently developed in the Abbasid capital of Samarra in Iraq. These included
brick piers, a spiral minaret on an axis, and modes of Iraqi stucco ornament (figs.
2, 3). While it is easy to imagine the transmission of the mosque’s formal features
through firsthand experience and verbal description (Ibn Tulun had been raised in
Samarra), the appearance of Abbasid-style stuccoes may indicate the presence of
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Çinili Köşk, a Persianate style
pavilion built in 1472, Topkapı
Palace, Istanbul. One of three
pavilions built in distinctive regional
styles. Author’s photograph

Iraqi artisans in Egypt.10 Similarly, the appearance of Persianate forms of decoration, including glazed tiles, in Cairene architecture of the early fourteenth century
seems to reflect the presence of artisans from Tabriz in Iran.11
In other cases, claims of cosmopolitanism or transregional sovereignty were
asserted by the juxtaposition of different modes or styles, or by the novelty associated with the construction of “out of place” monuments in ways that subverted
(while exploiting) the coincidence between cultural and physical geography. After
the conquest of Constantinople in 1453, for example, the Ottoman sultan Mehmed
erected three pavilions on the grounds of Topkapı Palace, each in a different style—
Turkish, Persian, and Byzantine-Greek—as a sign of his dominion over each of
these realms (fig. 4).12
The staging of difference in such assertions of sovereignty may be relevant to
the surprising appearance of the Māru-Gurjara mode discussed by Hegewald in
relation to Jain architecture well to the east and west of its Gujarati homeland. The
existence of Māru-Gurjara-style Hindu temples in the Central Himalayas, 1,500
kilometers from Gujarat, and even up to the border of Nepal, has been documented,
for example, by Nachiket Chanchani.13 Perhaps more surprisingly, the westernmost
extension of Māru-Gurjara architecture takes the form not of a temple, but a small
stone mosque or tomb built at Larvand in the remote mountains of central Afghanistan around 1200. This was provided with an applied façade that represented an
adaptive reworking of the contemporary Māru-Gurjara vocabulary (fig. 5). As its
name suggests, the Masjid-i Sangi (Stone Mosque) was built in stone rather than
the more usual brick, reminding us that materials matter, as do the choices that
underlie them, whether the choice was to build in stone rather than wood in the
Central Himalayan temples (discussed by Chanchani) or to clad the modern Jain
temples with white marble and red sandstone characteristic of medieval prototypes
in Gujarat and Rasjasthan (discussed by Hegewald). The Masjid-i Sangi was likely
the work of Gujarati (possibly Jain) stone masons working for Muslim patrons
whose tastes were informed by the contemporary Indian conquests of the Ghurid
sultans of Afghanistan. In Gujarat itself, there are earlier precedents for the adaptive
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Masjid-i Sangi, Larvand,
Afghanistan, a stone oratory or
tomb built in the Māru-Gurjara
architectural style of southern
Rajasthan and Gujarat. Josephine
Powell photograph, courtesy of
Photographic Collections, Fine Arts
Library, Harvard College Library

use of Māru-Gurjara forms in the construction of mosques and shrines.14 Both
these Gujarati monuments built for Muslim patrons and the appearance of Māru
Gurjara forms as far west as Afghanistan remind us that the appeal of the South
Asian architectural modes discussed in this volume was sometimes sufficiently
potent to facilitate their transmission across sectarian boundaries that have often
been exaggerated in representation.
In all of these cases, the transmission of architectural knowledge and the processes of adaptation, mediation, and replication that it entailed raises a methodological question of fundamental importance to those who work on premodern
cultural production even outside of South Asia; in the absence of contemporary
inscriptions, texts, or accompanying metadata that might shed light on processes
of transmission and reception, how might one engage the archival potential of the
monument itself? The essays by Chanchani and Sears are exemplary in this respect,
demonstrating the value of close empirical and formal analysis underwritten by
the comparative method that (explicitly or not) is the default mode of most art historical writing. Whether materials, plans, or the minutiae of sculpted ornament
and religious iconography, close attention to detail enables one to reconstruct or
recover aspects of the pragmatics of construction, some of the underlying choices
that provide insights into the transmission and implementation of architectural
knowledge.
Attempts to reconstruct the transmission of architectural knowledge between
eastern Iran and northern India—which shaped the forms of the first North Indian
mosques built around 1200—have identified points of commensuration between
the pragmatics of architectural construction in the medieval Islamic world and in
South Asia, at least insofar as they can be reconstructed.15 The South Asian context
is perhaps advantaged by the existence and survival of numerous śāstras, architectural treatises that predate the production of similar texts in the Islamic world, but
their role in the practical process of architectural transmission is unclear. As Chanchani and Hegewald note, the lack of specificity regarding nuances of form and
ornamental articulation in these often esoteric texts suggests the limits of textual
155
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Minaret of Jam, Afghanistan,
1174–75, with the entire text of
Surat Maryam (chapter 19 of the
Qur’an) inscribed in narrow bands
on its surface, arranged so that a key
verse falls around the knot above the
sole arched panel on the minaret.
Courtesy of David Thomas and The
Minaret of Jam Project

mediation as a vector for the finer details of architecture; the limitation of textual
descriptions has also been noted in relation to the transmission of complex ornamental forms in the medieval Islamic world.16
One further point of commensuration between what we know about the transmission of architectural knowledge in medieval South Asia and the Islamic world
is the striking paucity of evidence for the use of graphic notation (plans, sections,
elevations). Cartoons were used in the production of complex textile patterns in
the late antique eastern Mediterranean, and at least one twelfth-century Byzantine manuscript shows Arab geometers transmitting their knowledge by means of
drawings.17 Despite this, in both the Islamic world and South Asia there is remarkably little evidence for the consistent use of graphic notation in the transmission
or implementation of architectural knowledge before the thirteenth century or
even later.
There are occasional reports of patrons sketching the desired form of a building
on parchment or paper before construction; if these are trustworthy, they seem to
have been the exception rather than the rule and may reflect the status of the buildings in question as elite building projects. When it came to more mundane or quotidian building practices, plans were not a desideratum; instead, in many regions
of the medieval and early modern Islamic world, architecture entailed “design
without representation,” a heuristic and integrated approach to construction and
planning.18 A tenth-century text from Bust in Afghanistan uses an extended metaphor of architectural construction to explain the agency underlying the Creation;
it begins not with the drafting of any plan, but with the production of bricks for the
156
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Madrasa of Mahmud Gawan, a
Timurid-style madrasa in Bidar,
1472. Author’s photograph

walls and digging of foundations.19 Generally, plans consisted of foundation lines
marked on the ground with lime, ropes or—as indicated by reports of some unique
city foundations, such as that of Baghdad (762 ce)—with more dramatic means,
such as lines of flaming naphtha. Well into the twentieth century, Iranian builders
used lime and gypsum to mark the outlines of the plan directly on the earth according to a pattern agreed by patron and builder; this was then excavated to create
a foundation trench.20 Planning and building were thus integrated; indeed, in the
European context, it has been argued that the disaggregation of these embodied
and imbricated practices in the fifteenth century was one of the defining hallmarks
of an emergent modernity.21
If mental imagery, verbal communication, and embodied knowledge were more
important to the process of formal transmission than graphic or textual mediation
when it came to complex surface ornament, there is some evidence that preparatory
drawing played a role. The narrow bands of Qur’anic text inscribed on the surface
of the celebrated minaret of Jam in central Afghanistan (1174) not only describe a
series of complex geometric patterns (fig. 6), but are arranged so that a key phrase
falls exactly at the nexus of these patterns, a feat difficult to imagine in the absence
of any preplanning or drafting.22 Ethnographic evidence from twentieth-century
Iran indicates that stucco workers and stone masons tasked with carving or molding complex relief patterns first traced the outlines of the desired ornament on the
surface of the medium before commencing work.23 However, apart from rough
working sketches made on-site to calculate the trickier parts of the ornament or
superstructure, such as stalactite muqarnas vaults, elevations seem to have been
rarely used.24 This is true even from the Timurid period (fourteenth to fifteenth
century), when graphic notation or drawings (ßar«) are more frequently documented, partly the result of the easy availability of paper.25
In South Asia, insights into the likely modes of transmitting Timurid forms
(as well as their limits) are provided by the madrasa of Mahmud Gawan in Bidar
(1472), the capital of the Bahmanid sultans of the Deccan (fig. 7). In its plan and
polychromatic tile ornament, the madrasa represents a unique intrusion of
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Detail of vaulting showing muqarnas
pendentive, ground floor, northwestcorner room, Madrasa of Mahmud
Gawan. Author’s photograph

Persianate style into the Deccan. Its plan replicates that of Timurid contemporaries
such as the Ghiyathiya madrasa at Khargird in Khurasan (1442), perhaps reflecting the contemporary use of gridded paper, which promoted a certain modular or
standardized plan.26 However, the elevation of the building manifests a number of
peculiarities with respect to such hypothetical models, including some very awkward attempts to create muqarnas moldings and vaults, which were evidently unfamiliar to those whose tentative efforts are preserved in the deepest, least visible,
recesses of the corner rooms (fig. 8).
Discrepancies between the Bidar madrasa and the assumed Timurid model
are similar to those seen in the temples of Pandukeshwar, which deviate from the
norms of the Drāvida mode in their conceptual, formal, and aesthetic qualities.
Both suggest the limits of models of transmission based on graphic notation or
the migration of specialist practitioners alone. In thinking about modes of mediation that lie between the two, we might consider Chanchani’s interesting suggestion that master masons (sūtradhāras), who were quite locally rooted, may have
been inspired not by purpose-built drawings or models (for which the evidence is
negligible) but by such things as miniature shrines carried over long distances by
pilgrims. Similarly, Sears considers the role of portable artifacts and media in the
transmission of ornamental forms. The suggested intersection between agency and
contingency in fostering new architectural possibilities is worth taking seriously.
It resonates with recent suggestions that depictions of buildings on ceramics and
other portable media, including objects in the form of microarchitecture, may have
circulated ideas about architecture in medieval Anatolia and the Jazira, shaping the
expectations and tastes of patrons and viewers.27
In both South Asia and the medieval Islamic world, the transmission of architectural knowledge reflected intersections and negotiations between local and
translocal networks that first and foremost reflected the movement of human
populations, whether as patrons, pilgrims, or practitioners. Even after the adoption of certain modes of graphic notation, architectural knowledge tended to travel
“in the bodies of its practitioners” as Crispin Branfoot puts it. The mobility of artisans, builders, craftsmen and stone masons may not have been uniform or stable
across regions and times; consider, for example, the relative frequency of references
to Anatolian or Iranian architects in Delhi under the rule of the Tughluq sultans
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during the first decades of the fourteenth century.28 In addition to the availability of
patronage (or, conversely, the role of economic or political instability) in fostering
mobility, those possessed of specialized skills may have been especially peripatetic,
moving in search of employment that was not always available in one region.29
As the essays in this volume emphasize, in thinking about practicalities of transmission, it is vital to consider the routes along which artifacts, artisans, and ideas
traveled, routes that were sometimes coincident with those walked by religious
practitioners and pilgrims, what Chanchani refers to as “transregional knowledge
corridor[s].” In the Islamic world, the role of the hajj in disseminating architectural forms experienced by pilgrims in Mecca and Medina—both of which were
often embellished with the most current architectural forms and technologies—
has yet to attract sustained study.30 The role of nonspecialist experience and desire
in facilitating the movement of architectural forms highlights a further dimension,
which is noted but not explicitly considered in the essays included here: the role
of memory and mental imagery in processes of architectural transmission. 31 This
includes both forms of cultural memory that perpetuate specific styles across space
and time, shaping the desires and expectations of patrons or communities of users,
and the embodied memory that enables architects and artisans to reproduce forms
and idioms capable of satisfying those expectations.
One final point concerns the transmission of architectural knowledge in the
present, the representation of histories of transmission in modern scholarship. The
richness of the emic architectural vocabulary that exists for medieval South Asia
architecture and its elements is remarkable. The desire for fidelity to that emic tradition in much modern scholarship is admirable. Nevertheless, the act of representing medieval architecture is necessarily an etic gesture: we write for our peers,
for whom the very richness and specificity of an emic architectural vocabulary can
create barriers to accessibility, producing as arcane knowledge that would otherwise have much to offer those working in other fields of architectural history.
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of an Umayyad Visual Culture (2000), and Objects of Translation: Material Culture
and Medieval “Hindu-Muslim” Encounter, (2009), awarded the 2011 Ananda K.
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